
Teachers of languages are a great asset to schools with many EAL pupils, with our insights into linguistic development and 
delivering comprehensible input; we can be a very rich source of CPD and support for teachers working with EAL groups.  CLIL, 
long associated with the MFL classroom, is now the buzzword in EAL provision also. 
Finally we should acknowledge that EAL students are often very gifted linguists; they use the skill of language and language 
learning on a daily basis and understand its value.  These students act as role-models to other students in the classroom and are 
a valuable asset in motivating the MFL classroom.

A DAY 
IN THE 
LIFE

Jane Driver, Language teacher and Assistant Principal at Queen Katharine Academy 
(QKA) in Peterborough believes that MFL teachers have a lot to offer in supporting 
EAL students with their linguistic development, particularly newly-arrived migrants.  

A DAY IN THE LIFE 

A day in the life…  
of a multilingual school

QKA is a large secondary school 
with over 60% EAL students, 
the majority of whom are first- 

   generation (mainly European) 
migrants – within this group, there are 
also a large percentage of European 
Roma children. Many of these students 
need an accelerated route into accessing 
the curriculum and therefore the 
English language, and many of them 
bring bilingual skills with them. Due 
to the large numbers of migrants, it is 
not possible to have immersion in the 
classroom, so the school has taken the 
step of creating an alternative curriculum 
for those students who need linguistic or 
literacy support.  The curriculum takes 
up 50% of lesson time and follows a 
clear linguistic and CLIL-based model 
covering History, Geography, PSHE as 
well as English Language and Literacy.  

The department is staffed by MFL and 
EFL teachers as they have the required 
skills to teach linguistics and understand 
the methodology and pedagogy behind 
second language learning. 

There is much debate over which is 
the best way to support EAL students’ 
linguistic needs, with arguments for 
and against immersion and withdrawal 
- in smaller primary schools, or schools 
with small numbers of newly-arrived 
migrants, immersion with TA support 
may be possible, but in schools with 
extremely large numbers of migrants, 
this is not always possible or suitable.  
Whichever the chosen model, however, 
linguistic development and fluency must 
be the key aim, something confirmed in 
a recent report by the National Institute 
of Economic and Social Research 

(NIESR) ‘How Schools are Integrating 
New Migrants and their Families’ which 
concludes that ‘Learning English is the 
priority through immersion and tailored 
provision’.  

The other side of the coin is our wish 
to celebrate the linguistic capital that 
bilingual learners bring with them. In 
addition to the alternative curriculum 
described above, QKA also runs home 
language tutor sessions for those 
students where there is a GCSE / A 
Level available in their language.  These 
sessions are also run by MFL teachers, 
who support the students in preparing 
for their exams and working through past 
papers.  Students attend one session 
per week and work in small groups, with 
most EAL students sitting their GCSE in 
Year 9.

Additionally, staff are encouraged to 
identify the high frequency linguistic 
structures necessary for their subject-
specific tasks and encourage students 
to construct sentences in both oral 
and written work.  Where teachers 
have students recently arrived from 
abroad with no English at all, they are 
given techniques to ensure that those 
students are cognitively active and are 
not simply passengers in the lessons.  For 
example, when focusing on vocabulary, 
staff are encouraged to present one 
slide with different tasks depending on 
the level of language of the student. This 
is shown as examples in pictures and 
points ‘a’ to ‘c’ on the top of page 15.

a)  Fluent / Non-EAL – 
no lexical prompt 
and higher linguistic 
response required 
(i.e. full sentence) 
– this would be the 
slide shown to the 
class.

b) EAL mid-fluency – these 
students get a match-up 
handout with the images 
and words.  They would 
be expected to try to 
produce sentences for 
some of the items.                                   

c)  EAL low-fluency – these students have a ‘missing 
letters’ match-up with picture prompts, as it is unlikely 
that these students will know the vocabulary to be able to 
match them to the picture. Rather than having the students 
simply copy the words out, this exercise demands that they 
recognise the letter patterns to complete the match-up – 
giving them higher cognitive challenge than simple copying.

PEALit also develops the cultural awareness of school staff.  Over the past two 
years, QKA has been involved in an Erasmus+ project focusing on learning 
about Roma communities in Europe, and a number of staff (including the 
Principal) have visited Slovakia where they went to Roma and non-Roma 
schools and a Roma housing settlement, as well as visiting the University 
of Nitra Roma Research Department.  These visits have been invaluable in 
understanding the prior education and life experience of our Roma migrants. 

Roma families can often be insular, socialising only within their own 
community with their own traditions, and an ingrained mistrust of anything 
official (including schools). This can make it very difficult for us to engage with 
parents.

At QKA we try to understand our Roma population and are determined that 
these families will be supported.  The Academy has employed two Roma 
support staff who work with families (some of whom only speak the Romani 
language) and students as well as a Roma teacher.  

Roma students visiting the European Commission in 
London for a talk on careers for bilinguals as part of 
the ROGA (Roma of Great Ability) scheme.

As there are so many second language 
learners in the academy, a training 
scheme for teachers called ‘PEALit’ 
(Prepare for EAL and Literacy) has been 
developed to support staff to teach 
their individual subjects, whilst at the 
same time understanding and catering 
for their students’ linguistic needs - the 
idea being to introduce CLIL techniques 
into the mainstream classroom.  The 
scheme is delivered through whole 
staff CPD sessions as well as coaching 
where individual teachers also attend 
regular workshops and carry out action 
research to improve their practice. 

PEALit focuses on the fact that although 
staff may not be language teachers, 

they are all teachers of language and, 
as such, they are encouraged to focus 
on ‘WIGS’ when planning their lessons 
– Word, Image, Gesture and Speech – 
the idea being that staff should ensure 
they use a combination of inputs to 
support students’ understanding in 
their lessons.
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PROFILE

Staff are asked to focus on questioning and 
ensuring that students always respond with full 
sentences.  Using WIGS, questions can be displayed 
on the board, but teachers ask follow up questions, 
differentiated depending on the student.  Below is an 
example of how a teacher might follow up differently 
for students with different levels of language.  Example 
B shows how a teacher could scaffold a student by rephrasing and 
recasting the questions and by modelling the sentence starter.  Teachers 
are also encouraged to elicit from the class rather than give answers (or 
spellings) themselves.

A longer version of this article appears within Languages Today Extra Content on the ALL website: www.ALL-languages.org.uk
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